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Palavras-chave Android, OBD2, Centralina, Transporte Rodovia´rio
Resumo Atualmente, uma das maiores preocupac¸o˜es a n´ıvel dos transportes prende-
se com a crescente utilizac¸a˜o das redes rodovia´rias. Assim, ale´m dos va´rios
problemas causados aos n´ıveis ambiental, econo´mico e social, e´ tambe´m
cada vez maior a preocupac¸a˜o com a seguranc¸a e a preservac¸a˜o das mer-
cadorias transportadas, especialmente quando estas sa˜o perec´ıveis. Neste
contexto, tem aumentado a importaˆncia da rastreabilidade de ve´ıculos de
forma a reduzir os consumos de combust´ıvel, assegurando, no entanto, a
qualidade das mercadorias transportadas.
O objetivo desta dissertac¸a˜o de mestrado e´ criar uma aplicac¸a˜o que corre
sobre o sistema operativo Android que permitira´ recolher informac¸a˜o vinda
da centralina do ve´ıculo, e envia´-la em tempo real para uma base de da-
dos na rede. Esta aplicac¸a˜o possibilitara´, tambe´m, a interac¸a˜o com o seu
utilizador. Um interface WEB servira´ para expor, em tempo real, os diver-
sos dados recolhidos pelo dispositivo Android (posic¸a˜o global, dados prove-
nientes da centralina, mensagens do condutor e do centro de controlo).
Nessa interface WEB os dados sera˜o expostos da forma mais clara poss´ıvel
recorrendo a ferramentas como por exemplo o Google Maps API.
Ser capaz de saber em tempo real a localizac¸a˜o global do ve´ıculo assim
como adquirir dados da sua centralina, e´ um primeiro passo para conseguir
a criac¸a˜o de um processo automa´tico, capaz de produzir em tempo real
rotas mais econo´micas e mais ecolo´gicas.

Keywords Android, OBD2, ECU, Road Transport
Abstract When talking about road transport the biggest concern nowadays is the in-
crease of the use of the road networks. From this augmentation arise various
environmental, economical and social issues. The safety and preservation
of the transported goods, especially when those are perishable is another
issue gaining relevance. In this context the importance of the traceability
of vehicles is increasing to ensure a reduction in fuel consumption and the
quality of the transported goods.
The aim of this master dissertation is to create an application that run over
the Android operative system that will be able to get data from vehicle’s
ECUs and to send them in real time to a web based database. This appli-
cation running on an Android mobile device will also provide an interface to
enable user interaction. A web-interface will display in real time the data
collected by the Android device (global position, data from the ECU, driver
and management messages). On this WEB interface data will be displayed
clearly, taking advantage of tools like Google Maps API.
Being able to track the position of the vehicle and other parameters collected
from the vehicle’s ECU in real time is the first step towards a final goal of
automating the creation of more economical and environmental routes in
real time.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Context
The objective of this dissertation arises from the growing necessity of tracking vehicles
in order to reduce the impact of road transport on the environment and also to cut
down expenses and improve businesses efficiency. The Aberdeen Group made a survey
in 2008 which showed the main factors that contributed for the implementation of fleet
management systems by businesses. Four reasons were highlighted: reduction of fleet-
related costs, enhancing of costumer service, increase of service-related productivity and
reduction of service response times and ensuring delivery within promised time [1].
Some companies have already adopted fleet management systems and cut down their
delivery costs. In 2007 the American Signature Furniture, Inc implemented a fleet man-
agement system that enabled them to cut down their expenses delivery related by 18%
[2]. Also the miles traveled have been reduced by 15% and the delivery teams overtime
have been reduced by 20%.
Road transport is still the most used mean of freight transportation in the European
Union (EU) especially for inland transport as it can be seen on figure 1.1. In fact it
represents 45,8% of the transported freight and 72,7% when talking only about inland
transport for the year 2010. Being the most used mean of transport for freight makes it
also one of the biggest emitter of Carbon Dioxide (CO2) with 868 million tonnes emitted
in 2009, representing 71,7% of total transport related CO2 emissions in the EU this year
as can be seen on figure 1.2 [3].
1.2 Issues
When talking about road transport the biggest concerns nowadays are the increase of
traffic congestions on the road networks as use increases. From this augmentation arise
various environmental, economical and social issues. The safety and preservation of
the transported goods, especially when those are perishable is another issue gaining
relevance. In this context the importance of the traceability of vehicles is increasing
to ensure a reduction in fuel consumption and the quality of the transported goods.
Although it already exist in the market some products used to track vehicles, they are
expensive and offer a limited amount of features.
Due to the fact that we live in a global world where we buy products that are
3
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Figure 1.1: Modal split of mean of transportation of freight in the EU-27 for the year
2010 [1]
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Figure 1.2: Green house gases (GHGs) emissions from transport by mode in 2009 in the
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produced all over the world the economical impact of transportation have grown largely.
The cost of transportation can be a decisive factor for the success of a given product.
Transport also have an impact on the environment. Vehicles emit Greenhouse Gases
(GHG) that contribute for climate change. The emissions of pollutants also have a
prejudicial effect for the quality of air and therefore on the health of people. The noise
nuisance also cannot be overlooked [4].
Since there is no solution for impact free transportation the transportation sector
have to work to reduce as much as possible the numbers of kilometres that vehicles
travel every year and to minimize as much as possible the fuel consumption of the
vehicles and the associated pollutions.
The Transports Internationaux Routiers - International Transit System (TIR) have
been established since 1959 and revised in 1975. It is a truly global system which ensures
the traceability of goods. But the TIR system is only applicable when the transport
begins or ends in a country outside of the European Union or if the movement of goods
goes via an outside EU country [5]. This leaves the issue of insuring traceability of goods
inside the EU to the producers, resellers and transport companies. Solutions are needed
to insure that goods are delivered in the same state as they were sent.
1.3 Aim of the Dissertation
Being able to track the position of the vehicle and other parameters, as speed or the
engine Rotation per Minute (RPM) in real time is the first step towards a final goal of
automating the creation of more economical and environmental routes in real time.
After highlighting the current issues involving road transport it is now possible to
propose a solution to help fix this issues. The aim of this dissertation is to offer an
integrated solution, which could be used out of the box by the road transport companies.
This product as to be simple enough to be used by the driver without taking too much of
his time and all the acquired data as to be easily accessible by the management. The data
to be acquired by this system are the vehicle global position, speed and engine RPM.
All this data as to be accessible via an on-line platform at any time. The acquisition of
the engine RPM permits to assess the quality of the driving and insure the driver have
a economical and environmental friendly style of driving.
1.4 Outline of the Dissertation
In order to complete this master dissertation it is important to look at previous aca-
demic work that have been done in this field (chapter 2), then get familiar with existing
technologies that can help attain the main goal of the dissertation (chapter 3) that is
described in chapter 4. The choices of hardware and software are to be discussed in
chapter 5.
After having a look at the basis of Android development (chapter 6) the general
architecture of the developed application and the way it works is described in chapter
7. The development of the web interface is also described in chapter 8 before the pre-
sentation of the dissertation conclusions and the description of future work that should
be carried out in this field (chapter 9).
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Chapter 2
Related Work
2.1 Related Scientific Articles
The market of fleet management systems have been growing since 2001. It was during
this year that became mandatory the presence of an on board diagnostic port for all
petrol cars in the European Union. It was also the year of the creation of the Fleet
Management System for trucks by the biggest European truck manufacturers. Due to
this growth some researcher have been carrying out work on this field.
In 2005, Lin et al. worked on the development of an on-line diagnostic and real
time early warning system for vehicles [6]. They developed hardware based on the
AT89C51 processor. They added to it the ELM323 chip to enable their main hardware
to communicate with the the vehicle’s Engine Control Unit (ECU) via the On Board
Diagnostic (OBD) port. They also added Global Positioning System (GPS) and General
Packet Radio Service (GPRS) modules.
Their main goal was to retrieve diagnostic trouble codes from the vehicles. Those
were to be sent to a server via the GPRS modules. Their hardware did not provide any
human-machine interface so the retrieved codes were only accessible from the server.
The device only was developed to work with passenger vehicles.
Due to the bigger demand of fleet management systems for trucks and buses, in 2010,
Sun et al. worked on the design of an embedded Bus monitoring and fault diagnosis
system based on protocol SAE J1939 [7]. The aim of the work was the creation of a
piece of hardware that would be capable of getting the Diagnostic Trouble Codes sent
by heavy vehicles ECU’s via the OBD port.
In order to obtain data from the ECU they designed a piece of hardware based
on the processor ARMSYS2440. This chip integrates various important features such
as serial port, Random Access Memory (RAM), Read Only Memory (ROM)/Erasable
Programmable Read-Only Memory (EPROM) among others. They also integrated a
Secure Digital (SD) card interface to enable them to store all retrieved data. The hard-
ware would communicate with the ECU using the Controller Area Network (CAN)2.0B
protocol. This protocol is used as the physical and data link layer of this communication.
On the hardware was installed the operating system Windows Embedded Com-
pact (Win CE) 6.0 from Microsoft. This embedded platform allowed them to run their
software coded in C++. This software was planed to retrieve the data from the vehicle’s
ECU and achieve fast data processing. It was also intended to serve as a human-machine
interface.
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GPS and GPRS modules were also integrated to enable their device to send the
trouble codes received by the hardware to a server associated with the global position
of the vehicle.
In 2011 Quanqui et al. worked on the design of a vehicle bus data acquisition and
fault diagnosis system [8]. The aim of the work was the design of hardware and software
that would be able to retrieve data from the ECU via the OBD port using the Society
of Automotive Engineers (SAE) protocol J1939 [9]. It would then be stored locally. All
relevant information (engine temperature, oil pressure, etc.) would then be displayed on
a LCD screen enabling driving supervision. The hardware included also a GPRS unit
to transmit Diagnostic Trouble Codes (DTC) to the management center.
For this project, the main processor selected, has been the ARM cortex M3. It
combines CAN controller Analog/Digital converters and Universal Serial Bus (USB)
among other features. They also added a GPRS module, a SD card interface and a Liquid
Crystal Display (LCD) screen. Unlike the two other project we reviewed previously, this
hardware did not had any GPS location feature.
2.2 Related Work - Master Dissertation
In the last few years some master students have been assessing the feasibility of some
essential features of fleet management systems. The success of their work are an evidence
of the feasibility of the design of a new and extensive fleet management system.
One of those dissertation is the work of Cunha, in 2011. He developed a diagnostic
system for vehicles using OBD port to comunicate with the ECU [10].
The aim of the dissertation was to create device able to carry out vehicle diagnostic.
It was able to get data from the ECU and diagnostic trouble codes stored in the vehicle.
One of the purposes was to make it easy to use so it could be used by anybody.
The device created is composed by a microcontroller PIC18F46K22 from microchip,
a CAN controller and transceiver, a LCD screen and five buttons.
He developed the firmware for the microcontroller to enable the device to retrieve the
data and display it on the LCD screen. The interface with the user was enabled by the
buttons which gave the user the possibility to choose which data he wants to retrieve.
In 2009 Morgado developed an integrated system of navigation. The aim of this
dissertation was to create a device that would retrieve its global position and the speed
of a wheel [11].
Using a GPS receiver and three gyroscopes it was able to determine the precise global
position of the bicycle on which he had placed its device. The data was to be stored on
the device and then retrieve connecting it to a personal computer.
Morgado also developed an odometer to get the speed of a wheel of the bicycle on
which the device was mounted. The speed was also stored on the device to be later
retrieved with a computer.
Another dissertation was written by Guenda in 2009 he developed software to track
vehicles using GPS receivers and to represent the route in a layer over a map [12]. It
was entended for the GPS data to be sent on real time to a server.
Since only the software was developed, to attain those goals Guenda had to use
hardware that would acquire the global location using GPS antennas. It also has to
have Global System for Mobile communications (GSM) capabilities to send the GPS
Ricardo Filipe Dias Seara Afonso Master Dissertation
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data over to a server.
The server to be used have to have a feature that enables it to receive GSM data
packets so the GPS data is sent to the software that create the layer that is put over the
map to show the route the device has travelled. This map with the layer put on top is
then put on the internet.
After getting to know related work it is possible to state what are the points that
distinguish this dissertation from others. First of all, it is intended for this project to
provide interfaces for booth the drivers and the management, on those have to be present
valuable information and also it is intended to provide a way of communication between
both parties. The platform on which are run the interfaces also differ from related work.
For the driver interface the Android platform was chosen, since lots of different mobile
devices with all the needed features are sold all over the world and the operative system
is open source. Due to the good quality of most Android devices it permits to provide
the driver with an easy to use touch interface and the processing is made in a quick
fashion for usage comfort. The use of web development for the management interface is
also an important differentiation for nowadays pretensions. With the democratisation of
mobile devices, most people does not want software to be installed on a computer and
prefer to be provided with a web application that is accessible from any device as long
as it is connected to the internet. In this case the transmission of data over the internet
has also been preferred to the use of the simple messages over the GSM network.
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Chapter 3
Supporting Technologies
In order to create a tracking and data recording system it is important to have in mind
which technologies are available. The creation of a new system does not compel one to
create new technologies but to use the different existing technologies that will serve it
better. The figure 3.1 summarize what kind of technologies are needed.
First of all has to be chosen the Operative System (OS) to be used in the main
hardware where will be connected all the other components and will serve as Human
Machine Interface (HMI) (1). The second step will be the transmission of data from
the ECU to the main hardware (2) and of the precise location of the vehicle (3). After
retrieving all the necessary data, the main hardware will have to transmit it in real time
to a server (4) where it will have to be stored (5). The final step will be the creation of
a World Wide Web (WEB) interface for management use (6).
Figure 3.1: System structure
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3.1 Android
Historical Review
The Android operative system for mobile devices, such as smartphones and tablets, was
originally developed by a Palo Alto startup called Android Inc. created in 2003. The
OS was being developed secretly by this company. In 2005 the well known company
Google, creator and owner of the famous search engine which as the same name, bought
the startup in order to enter the smartphone market.
In 2007 Google led the establishment of the Open Handset Alliance (OHA) with 34
other technology companies. The OHA’s goal is to develop an open operative system
for mobile devices. A few days after the establishment of the consortium was released
the first version of the Android OS. The OHA, which now have 84 members, have been
working since its creation to improve the OS fixing bugs and adding new features in
every new release. The OS was developed from the ground-up to enable developers to
create application that take advantage of any of the phone’s functionality (making calls,
using the camera, using the GPS receiver, etc.) [13].
Overview
Android is an open source OS that consists of a kernel based on Linux with libraries writ-
ten in C and application software running on an application framework which includes
Java compatible libraries. The use of the kernel enable developers to build applications
compatible with any android device without having to worry about hardware drivers.
The pre-installed libraries enable developers to use the various features carried by
the device as for example the use of the camera or the GPS receiver among others. The
applications can be installed on the device using the Google Play store or downloading
directly the .apk file and installing it.
The interface of interaction between the user and the device is based on direct ma-
nipulation. The user use touch inputs similar to real-world actions like swiping, tapping
or pinching. The device usually also contains internal hardware that can be used to
interact such as accelerometers, gyroscopes and proximity sensors.
The Android OS have been designed to keep the battery consumption to a minimum
since it is mostly used on battery powered mobile devices. To do so it manages the
applications battery consumption suspending and keeping them in the background when
they are not in used. This also benefits the global responsiveness of the device since
applications don’t have to be closed and reopened each time [14].
Since its creation have been released 17 major versions of the OS that can be seen in
table 3.1. Each major version have an Application Programming Interface (API) level
which is an integer. Application developers can therefore insure that their application is
only used with a compatible version of the OS. Since the API level 3 each new release
has a code name based on a dessert item. This mobile OS have been very successful
being nowadays the market share leader of mobile operative systems over the world with
52,3% of the market followed by Apple iOS which has 37,8% of the market [15].
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Platform Version Codename API Level
Android 4.2/4.2.2 Jelly Bean 17
Android 4.1/4.1.1 Jelly Bean 16
Android 4.0.3/4.0.4 Ice Cream Sandwich 15
Android 4.0/4.0.1/4.0.2 Ice Cream Sandwich 14
Android 3.2 Honeycomb 13
Android 3.1.x Honeycomb 12
Android 3.0.x Honeycomb 11
Android 2.3.3/2.3.4 Gingerbread 10
Android 2.3.1/2.3.2/2.3 Gingerbread 9
Android 2.2.x Froyo 8
Android 2.0.x Eclair 7
Android 2.0.1 Eclair 6
Android 2.0 Eclair 5
Android 1.6 Donut 4
Android 1.5 Cupcake 3
Android 1.1 Base 2
Android 1.0 Base 1
Table 3.1: Android versions and API level [15]
3.2 Technologies needed to send data from the ECU to the
Android device
In order to provide the system with an interface between the ECU and the Android
mobile device, three supporting technologies will have to be employed. Data will get to
the Android device using the Bluetooth protocol and will be sent by a microcontroller
that will also be responsible to get the needed data from the ECU.
3.2.1 Bluetooth
Historical review
The first step towards the creation of Bluetooth was made by the Swedish company
Ericsson in 1994 when they launched the development of an alternative technology from
the RS-232 protocol that would enable wireless connection between mobile phones and
diverse accessories. In 1998 a group of five companies - Ericsson, IBM, Intel, Nokia
and Toshiba - created the Bluetooth Special Interest Group. Those companies worked
together to release in 1999 the first version of the Bluetooth protocol[16].
The name Bluetooth was officially adopted in 1998 upon the creation of the special
interest group. It comes from the 10th century Danish King Harald Blatand, or Harald
Bluetooth in English. King Harald succeeded in unifying warring factions, now known as
Norway, Sweden and Denmark analogously to the Bluetooth technology that is designed
to allow collaboration between mobile phones, computers and other electronic devices
[17].
Since the release of Bluetooth v1.0 in 1999 the Bluetooth Special Interest Group
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regularly updated the protocol. In 2010 was launched the latest version (v4.0). This
technology is now a familiar technology for the general public who use it in their mobile
phones, cars or laptops for example. In fact in 2013 the cumulative number of bluetooth
product shipments surpassed the 2,5 billion [18].
Bluetooth overview
Bluetooth is a high-speed wireless link technology. The transmission is made via radio
waves of frequencies among 2,402 and 2,485 GHz. It is also low-power to avoid interfer-
ences with other systems. The signals have, most commonly only 2,5 milliWatts to limit
his range to approximately 10 meters.
This technology enables one device to connect simultaneously to eight other. In order
to avoid interference between them it uses the Frequency-Hopping Spread Spectrum
method at a nominal rate of 1.600 hops/sec, using the 79 frequencies distant of 1 MHz
each from the spectrum [19]. This means that the probability of overlapping of two
Bluetooth connection is less than 1,5%. The communication between two Bluetooth
enabled devices is full-duplex, which means that the data can flow simultaneously two
ways [20].
When two - or more, up to eight - Bluetooth enabled device get within range of each
other they automatically, without any user intervention needed, communicate with each
other to know if they have any data to be shared. Once this communication happens
the devices form a network, called a piconet. In this network one of the devices is the
master and the others are slaves. Once the piconet is enabled the members randomly
hop frequencies in unison [21].
3.2.2 OBD - On Board Diagnostic
Historical Review
Since the 80’s car manufacturers started implementing electronic controllers to their
cars in order to detect engine faults. During the 90’s the California Air Resources
Board specified the OBD II standard replacing the unsuccessful OBD I which lacked
standardization. It implemented a standard connector, a messaging format, a list of
data to be monitored and its encoding. The OBD II interface became mandatory for all
cars sold in California in 1996 [22].
The European Union created the European On-Board Diagnostics (EOBD) regula-
tion as the equivalent of the OBD II. It became mandatory for vehicles with no more
than 8 passenger seats and a gross vehicle weight of 2500kg or less in 2001 for petrol
engined cars and in 2004 for diesel engined cars. For cars with a gross vehicle weight
greater than 2500kg it only became mandatory in 2002 for petrol engined cars and in
2007 for diesel engined cars [23].
The Society of Automotive Engineers introduced the J1939 standard for heavy duty
vehicles. This standard defines five layers of the seven layers Open Systems Intercon-
nection (OSI) network model. Only the application and presentation layer are left apart
[9].
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Overview
The OBD II/EOBD defines the J1962 connector as standard. The connector as can be
seen on figure 3.2 have a 16 pin layout but as we can see in the table 3.2 only nine of
them have a defined function by the standard the others are left for the car manufacturer
to use as he wishes [24].
Figure 3.2: J1962 connector [25]
Pin Signal
2 J1850 Bus+
4 CGND
5 SGND
6 CAN High
7 ISO 9141-2 K-LINE
10 J1850 Bus-
14 CAN Low
15 ISO 9141-2 L-LINE
16 +12v
Table 3.2: J1962 pin description [24]
The EOBD can provide the car owner or the car maintenance technician very useful
information about the faults present in the car, unlike the ”Check Engine” light present
on the dashboard of the car which gives very little help for car faults diagnostic.
The OBD II defines the Parameters Identifications (Parameter Identification (PID)s)
that the ECU of the car should provide to the OBD. When the maintenance technician
enters the PID on the diagnostic tool connected to the OBD connector the ECU recog-
nizes it and send the value asked for. It also defines the Diagnostic Trouble Codes that
the ECU should send via the OBD port to signal faults on the car engine.
The physical and data link layers defined by the OBD II standard are since 2008 the
CAN 2.0. The SAE J1939 standard for heavy duty vehicles also defines the CAN 2.0 as
the physical and data link layers which provides a reliable and quick communication [9].
Unlike the OBD II standard the SAE J1939 defines the HD-10 connector as a stan-
dard. This connector is composed by 9 pins as it can be seen on figure 3.3 and seven
pins have functions defined by the standard summarized on table 3.3.
The general functioning of the protocols are similar but the messages format is
slightly different. This protocol use 32 bits Parameter Group Number (PGN’s) instead
of the 8 bits PIDs. The DTCs defined by the J1939 have 32 bits instead of the 16 bits
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Figure 3.3: HD-10 9 pin connector [26]
Pin Signal
A Ground
B +12V
C CAN/J1939 High
D CAN/J1939 Low
E CAN/J1939 Shield
F J1798/J1587 High
G J1798/J1587 Low
Table 3.3: HD 10 (9 pin) connector pin description [9]
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DTC used by the OBD standard.
3.2.3 Microcontroller
Historical review
In 1971 Intel shipped their first single-chip microprocessor, the Intel 4004. It became a
market success but due to the necessity of external chips to use the microprocessor in a
functional system it was to expensive to use it for appliance computerizing.
In 1974 Texas Instruments shipped the TMS 1000. It combined read-only memory,
read/write memory, processor and clock on one chip and was targeted at embedded
systems. In response to this Intel shipped the Intel 8048 in 1977. It combined RAM
and ROM on the same chip and was a commercial success it found its way into over one
billion PC keyboards.
In 1993 Microchip introduced Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-Only Mem-
ory making the microcontrollers more practical, allowing rapid prototyping and made
them cheaper [27].
Over the years the cost of the microcontrollers plummeted. The price of the cheapest
8-bit microcontrollers is of a few Euro cents. The low price contributed largely to its
commercial success [28].
Overview
A microcontroller is an integrated circuit which reunites all essential elements of a com-
puter: processor, memories (RAM and ROM)and input and output interfaces. The main
differences between microcontrollers and microprocessors used on computers are: a lower
energy consumption, a slower frequency and a lower price.
This differences enabled the integration of informatics in a wide range of products.
Microcontrollers are frequently used on embedded systems as for example vehicle engine
controllers, remotes, home appliances, toys, etc.
Most microcontrollers use the Harvard architecture meaning they use different buses
for the program memory and data memory which enable it to access both at the same
time. This also allows the use of different sized data packets when giving instruction
and receiving data [29].
3.3 Global Positioning System
Historical review
The Global Positioning System - GPS - was created and still is maintained by the United
States Department of Defense. Initially developed to grant a military advantage to the
United States of America, it is now available to civilian use.
The idea behind the creation of GPS arose after George Weiffenbach and William
Guier at the Johns Hopkins’ Applied Physics Laboratory noticed in 1957, after the
launch of the first artificial satellite Sputnik 1, that they were able to find out its precise
location by measuring the Doppler shift [30].
After this discovery the Johns Hopkins’ Applied Physics Laboratory chairman Frank
McClure suggested that the process could be reversed to locate a receiver on Earth.
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Subsequently was founded with military funding the TRANSIT satellite system which
was greatly developed due to the fear of Russian missiles being launched during the Cold
War [31]. The satellite location systems were made available to civilian use by Ronald
Reagan in 1983 in order to avoid accidents due to routing mistakes. In 2004, George W.
Bush issued and updated policy that kept civilian use of GPS free [32].
GPS overview
In 1996 the TRANSIT system was made obsolete by the Global Positioning System.
The GPS system allowed more flexibility and reliability than the TRANSIT system.
The biggest difference between the two systems lies on the number of satellites used,
with the TRANSIT only three [31] provided navigation and the GPS uses at least 24 of
them.
The 24 NAVSTAR satellites are orbiting at approximately 20.000km from Earth.
They all have an atomic clock and they transmit at all times two signals on two distinct
frequencies, L1 (1.575,42MHz) and L2 (1.227,60MHz). Those signals contain the exact
time at which the signal is transmitted and the exact location of the satellite. Thus any
GPS receiver receiving those signals from at least four satellites can determine its global
position determining the distance to the satellite using the equations 3.1 and 3.2 and
then using the trilateration method [33].
In 2000 the president of the United States Bill Clinton decided to improve the preci-
sion of civilian GPS from 100m to 20m by turning of the Selective Availability previously
used to degrade the signal [34].
The device receiving GPS signals from satellites determines the distance from it to
the satellite using equations 3.1 and 3.2. On reception of the signal which contains the
time of broadcast by the satellite, the GPS device determines its distance to each of
the satellites and using the triangulation method it is able to know its precise global
position.
distance = rate ∗ time (3.1)
distance = c ∗ (t2 − t1) (3.2)
 c − > speed of light
 t1 − > time signal is broadcasted by the satellite
 t2 − > time signal is received from the satellite
3.4 Data transfer technologies - Android to on-line database
3.4.1 Internet Protocol Suite (TCP/IP)
The Internet Protocol Suite is a set of communications protocols used for the internet
it is commonly known as Transmission Control Protocol - Internet Protocol (TCP-IP)
because of its most important protocols: Transmission Control Protocol and Internet
Protocol.
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Internet Protocol Suite Historical Review
The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency - DARPA - is an agency of the United
States Department of Defense responsible for the development of new military technolo-
gies. One of those, the Internetting project started being funded in 1973. Its goal was
to enable a network of computers to communicate packets of data. This project became
the base of the actual Internet Protocol Suite also known as TCP/IP due to the to initial
protocols developed: Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and Internet Protocol (IP)
[35].
According to the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model, that characterize and
standardize the functions of a communication system in terms of abstraction layer, a
network of computers can be divided in seven layers as it can be seen in table 3.4. The
two main protocols of the Internet Protocol Suite can be classified as the network layer
for IP protocol and as the transport layer for the TCP protocol of the internet network.
OSI Model
Data Unit Layer
Data
Application
Presentation
Session
Segments Transport
Datagram Network
Frame Data link
Bit Physical
Table 3.4: OSI model layers [36]
IP overview
Originally created in 1973 the Internet Protocol enabled any kind of computer to connect
to the internet predecessor, the ARPANET, unlike the Network Control Protocol who
worked for only a few types of computers. The Internet Protocol (IP) quickly evolved
to the IPv4 version which offered a larger number of IP addresses [37].
To enable communication among various kinds of hardware, regardless of the physical
connection the IP protocol establish a virtual network. Each equipment connected to
the network have a specific IP address to allow the transport of datagrams from and
to another precise equipment. This protocol is also able to fragment the packet of data
which is sent into smaller packets to fit the maximum size of datagram supported by the
physical link [38].
The IPv4 addresses are stored on 32 bits meaning there is ”only” 232 addresses and
not all are usable. Being a victim of its own success, the IPv4 version of the protocol,
which have been used since the beginning of the internet, is now getting to a point where
there is not enough unallocated IP addresses available for the growing demand. This has
been the biggest incentive for the migration to the IPv6. The IPv6 addresses are stored
128 bits allowing the creation of 2128 addresses [39]. This was not the only upgrade of
the IP protocol brought by the IPv6. The header of the IPv6 is also simpler and easier
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to process than the IPv4 one to allow the devices to spend less time dealing with the
header and more time with the data itself [40].
TCP overview
The IP protocol is the network layer of the internet but it does not provide a connection or
any kind of confirmation of transmission but the Transmission Control Protocol, being
the transport layer, provides ordered, reliable, error-checked delivery of data between
different devices connected to the internet [41].
The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) establishes a Client-Server type virtual
connection between two programs on two different devices. The connection can be
identified by the IP address of the client and the remote and local virtual port used.
Thanks to the use of virtual ports it is possible to establish various connections on a
device [42].
In order to provide a reliable transmission the TCP use a sequence number on each
sent byte and there is an acknowledgement every time a byte is received. In case of
transmission failure there is an automatic retransmission of the lost byte. Due to the
use of sequence numbers the data is always sent and received in the same order [43].
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Chapter 4
Development Guidelines
In this chapter are established all the components needed for the project to be fully
operational. The end user will only use the mobile device in the lorry and access the
web platform but the system need more components to be fully operational, those have
to interact as schematically represented in figure 4.1. The development work can be
divided in three parts.
4.1 Acquisition by the mobile device and user interface
The first step is to make the mobile device acquire all the necessary data. Those infor-
mation come from two different origins:
 Mobile device: most mobile devices (smartphones or tablets) have an integrated
GPS antenna from which is retrieved get the global position of the vehicle.
 Engine Control Unit : From the ECU the mobile device gets information about the
vehicle as for example the engine’s RPM.
The data have to be assembled and saved on the memory of the mobile device as a
backup since the main goal is to send the collected data to an on-line database.
In order to accomplish that, an application able to run on a mobile device had to be
created. This application have to be able to acquire the global position using the GPS
antenna and data from the ECU.
For the device to have the means to get data from the vehicle it has to be connected
to the ECU. Hardware have to be connected to the OBD port of the vehicle and send
data retrieved from the ECU to the application. To limit the use of cables and to make
the final product easier to use for the driver a wireless connection was implemented.
The bluetooth technology described in section 3.2.1 appeared as a good choice since it
provides a secure connection between hardware in short ranges and most mobile devices
already have integrated bluetooth antennas.
4.2 Data transmission to an on-line database
Nowadays most mobile devices have 3rd generation mobile telecommunications capabil-
ities, i.e. they are capable of being connected to the internet using the services of a
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Figure 4.1: Complete System Representation
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mobile network carrier. Using this technology we are able to send all the collected data
from the mobile device to an on-line database.
The on-line database be created and deployed on-line is able to store all the infor-
mation, which have to be accessible via the web-interface.
4.3 Web interface
A web-interface accessible from any browser had to be created in order to access the
previously stored data. The raw data will have to be processed so it can be displayed to
the user on a more user friendly manner.
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Chapter 5
Hardware and Software Selection
5.1 Why use the Android operating system?
As previously described in section 3.1 android is an open source operative system for
mobile devices. It was created so the interaction between the user and the device is made
in a very intuitive way. That makes the creation of an uncomplicated to use application
easier.
The existence of built-in libraries to help integrate hardware features, such as GPS
receivers, in applications were useful in order to attain the goal of this dissertation.
There is nowadays three major operative system competing in the mobile device
market, Google’s Android, Apple’s iOS and Microsoft’s Windows Phone. The three of
them offer the possibility of developing applications that can be used in devices that use
them. They all offer built-in libraries to help integrate phone features and good tools
to develop an easy-to-use application. However the Android platform offer some crucial
advantages for this project.
The Android Software Development Kit (SDK) is completely free of charge, and
gives the possibility of installing the developed application on any compatible Android
device without having to lose the warranty of the device or having to publish it on the
market of the operative system owner [44]. Also, Windows phones and iOS phones all
have bluetooth transceivers but both operative systems come with some restrictions to
their use.
5.1.1 Android Version Selection
As can be seen on the table 3.1 since the first Android version was released they have
been a lot of updates of the operative system. Before starting the development of a
new android application, one have to choose what will be the minimum version the
application will be compatible with.
Google provides updated data about the relative number of devices running a given
version of the Android platform. On figure 5.1 can be seen the distribution on May 1st
of 2013. The distribution can be divided in two major groups [45]:
 Gingerbread, corresponding to the 2.3.3 to 2.3.7 versions. This API was launched
in February 2011 and due to his success it is still present in a large number of
smartphones over the world, still amounting to 38,4% of every Android being
used.
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Version Codename API Distribution
1.6 Donut 4 0.1%
2.1 Eclair 7 1.7%
2.2 Froyo 8 3.7%
2.3 - 2.3.2 Gingerbread 9 0.1%
2.3.3 -2.3.7 Gingerbread 10 38.4%
3.2 Honeycomb 13 0.1%
4.0.3 - 4.0.4 Ice Cream Sandwich 15 27.5%
4.1.x Jelly Bean 16 26.1%
4.2.x Jelly Bean 17 2.3%
Table 5.1: Android API distribution [45]
 Ice Cream Sandwich and Jelly Bean versions corresponding to any version upper
than 4.0.3. This group amount to almost 56% of every Android being used. On
October 2011 was released the first Ice Cream Sandwich, version 4.0, but after few
months it was replaced by the 4.0.3 version which fixed a large number of bugs.
Before the release of the Ice Cream Sandwich, Google had two distinct operative
systems. The 2.x versions for smartphones and the 3.x versions for tablet devices.
The version 4.0 was the first to work on both smartphones and tablet devices.
For the development of this application to be used as part of a fleet management
system it seemed a good solution to choose to make it compatible for any Ice Cream
Sandwich or higher version due to the fact that those versions represent almost 56% of
nowadays used Android devices and most of the devices being sold. It also gives the
user the option of using a tablet device or a smartphone.
It was then put on the Android Manifest of the application, as it can be seen on the
code listing 5.1, that the minimum SDK version would be the API version 14 and the
latest version of Android released to this date (version 17) was kept as building target.
1 <?xml v e r s i on=” 1 .0 ” encoding=”utf−8”?>
<mani fest xmlns : android . . . >
3
<uses−sdk
5 android : minSdkVersion=”14”
android : targetSdkVers ion=”17” />
7
</manifest>
Listing 5.1: Android Manifest (.xml) - define Android API to use label
5.1.2 Android ADB and devices used for debug
The Android Debug Bridge (ADB) comes as a part of the standard Android SDK. It
provides a terminal-based interface for interacting with any Android device file system.
Since Android platform is based on Linux, command-line is useful to perform certain
advanced operations on any device using root access. ADB provides the bridge between
a mobile device and a computer [46].
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Using ADB and Eclipse integrated development environment it enables the coder to
wirte code on a computer and immediately run the application on a real device instead
of an emulator. It provides useful information since the emulator have some limitations
and using ADB we can use the LogCat when testing on the device. The LogCat gives
various information about the running application without the coder having to make
appear information in the user interface of the application being developed.
Two different Android devices were used for debugging: the Samsung Galaxy S
running Android Ice Cream Sandwich version 4.0.3 and the Samsung Galaxy SII running
Android Jelly Bean version 4.1.2. This selection was made because both devices have
GPS and bluetooth features and run the two major versions the application was being
developed for.
5.2 ELM 327
The ELM327 is a programmed microcontroller produced by the Canadian company ELM
Electronics. It is capable of interpreting data from most of the protocols used in modern
cars to implement a communication between the ECU and the technician through the
on-board diagnostic port. It is also capable of interpreting data from the protocol J1939
[9] used in modern lorries. Other companies also sell this microcontroller embedded into
more complete products [47].
In the market was found a product which connects to female J1962 port and have an
integrated ELM327 chip to retrieve data from vehicles ECUs and send it over bluetooth
using its integratd bluetooth antena (figure 5.1). This device is also capable of establish-
ing a connection with heavy vehicle’s ECUs using a simple converser from J1962 port
to hd-10 port. It seemed as a good solution to use a mass produced product to quicken
the process of implementing the final product on a already existing fleet of vehicles.
Figure 5.1: ELM 327 with bluetooth feature [48]
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Chapter 6
Android Application
Development
Android applications are almost always coded in Java. To get the application into a
device, we have to use a compiler that comes into the Android Software Development
Kit in order to obtain a .apk file, which is the installation file.
Each individual application runs in an individual virtual machine inside the Android
Operative System, they are isolated from each other. The Android platform follows the
”principle of least privilege”, it means that applications only have access to required
components and nothing more.
6.1 Application Components
Application components are the essential building blocks of an Android application.
Each component is a different point through which the system can enter your application.
The existence of each block defines at least a part of the application’s overall behaviour
[49].
Not all components are visible to the user, some run in the background of the visible
part of the application.
Four different application components exist. The three of them used in this devel-
opment will be described.
6.1.1 Activities
Most activities provide a screen so the user can interact with the application: enter text,
click on buttons, get feedback, etc. With an activity and its provided view we can enable
the user to do almost anything with his Android device, as for example send an e-mail
or take a picture.
However, typically an application have multiple activities more or less bound to each
other and each of them can provide a different screen. When coding the application one
of the activities will have to be defined as the launcher activity in the Android Manifest,
it means that this activity will be the first one launched on the application start. After
that activities can call other activities to perform different actions.
Since only one activity can be running at each time the system has to have a rule
to organize the activities that are launched. It creates a stack of activities. Each time a
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new activity is launched the system stops the previous and puts the new one on top of
the stack and takes user focus.
When the user press the back button on the device the activity stops and is destroyed
so it gets out of the stack. The system resumes the previously stopped activity that is
on top of the stack. The stack abides to the basic mechanism ”last in, first out” [50].
Figure 6.1: Activity Lifecycle [51]
6.1.2 Services
A service is a component that does not interact directly with the user as a result of not
being able to provide a user interface. It is used to perform operation in the background
of activities regardless of which activity is on top of the stack. Those performed oper-
ations are usually long-running operations or operations that supply functionalities to
activities.
A service can be started by another application component but will not depend on
it to continue running. The user can switch to other components and the service will
still be running unless it is purposely stopped.
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Services can also be bound to other components to enable interaction between them.
Regardless of the component that initiated the service, all running components can use
the service unless it is wittingly declared as private in the manifest file.
In spite of being independent from other activities a service does not run in its own
thread. It uses the main thread of its hosting process. The android system does not
let Central Processing Unit (CPU) intensive tasks, as for example networking or MP3
playback, run in the main thread to reduce the risk of Application Not Responding
errors. So because of that any CPU intensive tasks we want the service to run as to be
put into an external thread [52].
Figure 6.2: Android Service Lifecycle [53]
6.1.3 Broadcast Receivers
A broadcast receiver is a component that is triggered when it receives an intent. It is
capable of receiving them from any activity or service of the application.
It enables the launch of methods or activities when needed. We can create a new
intent in any part of the code and send it using the method sendBroadcast() to a broad-
cast receiver that would start another activity or method. In order to be able to discern
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what does the intent come from, when creating the intent we can set the action of the
intent with the setAction() method, that can be read by the broadcast receiver.
Beyond triggering the broadcast receiver the intent can bring extra data necessary
that can be used by the triggered method.
The broadcast receivers have to be registered. This can be done in the Manifest
file of the application or in the code. If the application have more than one activity or
service it is good practice to use the coding method to register the receiver. It should be
registered in the onResume() method and unregistered in the onPause() method since
it will not receive anything while the activity is paused and that way we can reduce the
load on the system [54].
6.1.4 Activating Components
These three components need to be activated by an intent, which is an asynchronous
message. Intents are used as the messenger of a component that request an action from
another component.
In order to pass an intent, an intent object have to be created. In this object can be
defined a message to activate a specific component.
When declaring an activity, a service or a broadcast receiver in the Manifest file of
the application we can add an intent filter to the activity where we can define the action
name, which has to be a unique name. With this defined we can activate one of those
components by creating an intent object with its action defined to the unique action
name of the intent filter and then passing the intent.
In order to activate those components there are a different method for each type of
component:
 Activities: the intent will have to be passed using the method startActivity(Intent
i).
 Services: the intent will have to be passed using the method startService(Intent i).
 Broadcast Receivers: the intent will have to be passed using the method send-
Broadcast(Intent i).
After being activated activities and services have to call call the onCreate() method.
This is where most initialization should go, in activities this is the method that set the
content of an activity to an explicit view. When this method is invoked the parameters
of height and width of the view are set by default to match the parent (screen of the
device).
Services also have the method onStartCommand and onBind. Inside those methods
we can input the code we want to run when the service starts or when it is started by
binding to an activity [49].
6.2 Android Manifest File
Every Android application must have in its root folder directory a file called exactly
”AndroidManifest.xml”. In this file are described all the essential information that an
application must have in order to enable the Android system to run it [55]. Some of the
essential information provided by the Manifest File are:
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 It defines the name of the Java package, it serves as a unique identifier for the ap-
plication. It usually have the following format: com.NameOfProgrammer. Name-
OfTheApplication.
 It declares the minimum level of the Android API that the application requires.
 It lists the libraries that the application must be linked against. For example to
use the google maps API the Android Manifest file must contain the following
code: <uses-library android:name=”com.google.android.maps” />. Most of the
basic packages are part of the default Android library that is called by default for
every Android application.
 It declares the components of the application. The activities, services, broadcast
receivers, and content providers that the application is composed of have to be
declared . It publishes, for example, which Intent messages each component can
handle.
 It declares under what conditions can the components be launched. For example
what activity will be the Launcher activity.
 It declares which permissions the application must have in order to access protected
parts of the API and interact with other applications. For example to enable our
application to access to the internet we have to input the following code into the
manifest: <uses-permission android:name=”android.permission.INTERNET” />
6.2.1 Permissions
The Android system limits the access of some critical parts of code and features of the
devices. Those restrictions are meant to protect critical data that could misused and
therefore it would put at risk the excellent user experience provided by the system.
Each permission is identified by a unique label. Often the label indicates the action
that is restricted. There are more than one hundred permissions.
If an application needs access to a restricted feature, it must be declared in the
manifest that it requires the specific permission. Then when the user will install the
application on his device he will decide if he wants to grant access or not to this features.
If the permission is granted the application will be able to access the restricted features
and if not the application will not be granted the access without even notifying the user
[56].
6.3 Implementing a User Interface
Android application’s activities usually provide a user interface to make the interaction
between the user and the application easier. It enable the user to interact with the
application with buttons or fields to input text for example and feedback from the
application: text or pictures for example.
Those ready-made objects we can use, as for example buttons and text fields, are
widgets that come with the default Android library. They provide an visual and inter-
active element for the screen. We can use them declaring them in a eXtensible Markup
Language (XML) layout file.
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Using Android’s XML vocabulary, it is easy to design the user interface layout and
the screen elements it contains.
Each layout file must contain exactly one root element, which must be a View or
ViewGroup object. Once we’ve defined the root element, we can add additional layout
objects or widgets as child elements. After creating the xml file that code our desired
user interface we have to save the .xml file into the res/layout/ directory.
The previously described way of defining a User Interface is the most commonly
used. This way we maintain its design separate from the source code that defines the
activity’s behaviour.
After extending the xml layout file from the code a view object is created. Each view
controls a particular rectangular space within the activity’s window and can respond to
user interaction. Each layout provide a unique layout model such as liner layout, grid
layout or relative layout [57].
6.4 Resources
It is good practice to externalize resources such as pictures and strings from the appli-
cation code. It helps provide a good application for different screen sizes or languages
for example allowing us to get alternative resources to match the user needs.
They are various resources types that can be used in the development of an applica-
tion, the most commonly externalized resources are:
 Animation resources
 Colour state list resources
 Drawable resources
 Layout resources
 Menu resources
 String resources
 Style resources
This list is not exhaustive because we can externalize almost any defined value such as
booleans, integers or arrays for example.
We can access all the externalized resources from the code using the resource IDs
that are generated in the project’s R class. This class is automatically created by the
compiler [58].
6.5 Menus
Menus are a common part of most interfaces, not only on the Android platform. Up
to the version 3.0 (API level 11) all Android devices where required to have hardware
buttons, one of them should be a menu button. Since this version the presence of
hardware buttons is not compulsory since the system is capable, if necessary, of providing
a virtual button on the action bar of the application.
There are three fundamentals types of menus:
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 Option menu or action bar menu: if developing for android version 2.3 or lower
to access this menu we would have to press the hardware menu button when
developing for android version 3.0 or higher this menu can accessed from the action
bar menu button or from the hardware button of the device if it exists. In this
menu should be placed actions that have global impact on the application [59].
 Context menu: this menu is a floating menu that can be called by long-clicking on
an element.
 Popup menu: this menu displays a list of items in a vertical list that is anchored
to the view that invoked the menu. It is usually used to provide an overflow of
actions that relate to specific content.
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Chapter 7
Proposed System Architecture
As explained earlier the Android system provides various components who can be used
for different type of situations. Given the great diversity of tasks that have to be accom-
plished by the application developed for this dissertation, various capabilities offered by
the Android operative system had to be used.
First of all, for the development to be successful, the objectives to be attained by
the application had to be clearly defined. To do so the architecture of the application
has been mapped as it can be seen on figure 7.1.
For the application to be used, it has to be launched by the user. This is made fairly
easy by the Android system, since it provides a list of all installed activities on the device
and it also gives the user the possibility of having a short cut for the application on the
home screen of the device, as it can be seen on figure 7.2.
As soon has the user launches the application, the activity defined as the launcher
activity in the Android manifest is run and it extends the layout associated to it. In
this case the ”StartActivity” is launched and the user gets an interface displayed in
landscape mode. It was decided to only use the landscape mode so the interface would
be clearer. In the same time two services are launched. Services as said earlier run in the
background of the application and do not provide an user interface. The two services
launched are the ”serviceTCP” and the ”serviceGPS”.
As it can be seen on figure 7.3 we the user gets an interface with two buttons and
one field to input text. The user should press on the first button which is called ”Scan
for devices”. This opens a new activity where he can choose the bluetooth device to
which he wants to establish a connection. The selection is made by pressing the name
of the chosen device, and when this is done, the activity is closed. Then the user should
input his identification in the field requesting his focus. Finally he should press on the
button called ”Start”.
After all that the ”ServiceOBD” starts and a new activity is launched. This new
activity is the ”mainActivity” and a new layout is extended. In the meantime the
”startActivity” is closed, using the finish() method so it does not go to the stack of
activities in the background, because it shouldn’t be an option for the user to change
his identification.
The user can pause the application whenever he wants going to another activity. The
application only closes and stop working if the user explicitly closes it. At that moment
the application closes, finishing all the activities of the application present in the stack
and all three of the services are destroyed.
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Figure 7.1: Simplified Diagram of Complete Application Operation
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Figure 7.2: Example of Android home screen with ”OBD control” short cut
Figure 7.3: Start Activity User Interface
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7.1 Service GPS
As explained earlier, the ”StartActivity” launches two different activities as soon as
itself is launched. Firstly are described the ”serviceGPS”. This service provides the
application with the global position of the device, and by extension, the global position
of the user/driver and his vehicle. Its global operation is described in figure 7.4.
This service running in the background of the application provides the global position
of the device and input it into a database stored on the device. It also provides the
connection to the ”serviceTCP” which sends it via TCP-IP to a server.
As soon as the service is launched, it acquires the user’s preferences which have an
influence in the data to be acquired by the device from the GPS receiver. After that first
acquisition, a listener, that listens for any changes made by the user on the preferences,
is registered. Whenever one preference or more are changed, it triggers a method called
onSharedPreferenceChanged. Inside this method are reloaded the preferences so the
service can acquire the data desired by the user as soon as he changes the preferences.
On the launch of the service, it also acquires a first location. In order to be capable
of doing that, the application have to use a class provided by the Android system, the
LocationManager class. As said previously the Android system was thought to enable
application developers to access and use easily different features of the devices. This
class can provide the location of the device, using the GPS antenna and the network
antenna.
When coding an Android application it is possible to chose the method that the
device should use to obtain its global location. Some methods are more energy and time
consuming and some are more accurate. For this application it is important to be as
accurate as possible so the system is asked to use the provider that is able to provide
the more accurate location possible. As soon as the system is able to get a first fix, that
is, the first time it is able to get data from the correct provider the application registers
for the first time the device global position.
After obtaining the global location of the device in the onCreate method the system
is asked to register a listener that is triggered when the location changes. The onLoca-
tionChanged method present in the listener can be defined to be triggered at any change
of the location, or, it is also possible to only trigger it if the location change at least a
certain distance (defined in meters) or only after a minimum lapse of time have passed.
In this case it has been decided to define the listener to only trigger the method after at
least one second have passed and 15 meters have been made by the vehicle, so it does
not overload the server with data when the vehicle is only manoeuvring.
In order to let the Android system authorise the application to get the location
of the device the ACCESS COARSE LOCATION and ACCESS FINE LOCATION
permissions have to be declared in the Android manifest file.
This service only closes when the application is explicitly shut by the user.
7.2 Service TCP
The other service that is launched by the ”startActivity” is the serviceTCP. This service
provides a TCP-IP connection socket that enables the application to communicate with
the server. In figure 7.5 can be seen the global operation of the service. On creation of
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Figure 7.4: Global operation of ”ServiceGPS”
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the service, two operations are made: a TCP-IP communication socket is created and a
broadcast receiver is registered.
Figure 7.5: Global operation of ”ServiceTCP”
The service establishes a connection between the device and the server. In order to
do that, the TCP-IP socket is created using the IP address of the server and the port
number defined on the server machine to listen for incoming connections. In this case
the device is a client of the server.
The Android system does not run any CPU-intensive tasks on the main thread of an
application to limit the risks of not responding applications. So in order to enable the
application to create this socket, it has to be created in a different thread, this means
that this code is running apart from the main code of this application.
After the connection is established, an input stream reader is created to get data
coming from the server. This enables the service to receive messages sent by the server/-
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management to the device/driver. For the driver to be able to read the message it has to
be displayed on an activity since services does not provide any user interface. To enable
the device to have a register of all communications it was decided to input all messages
sent and received into a locally stored database. Every time a new line is written on the
database the service broadcast an intent called ToComActivity so the activity is notified
to retrieve the last communications and to display it on the screen.
The broadcast receiver is registered to be used as a tool to enable communication
between the service and the activities that provide user interfaces to interact with the
application user. It receives broadcasts sent by any component of the application but in
this service it only is triggered if the intent broadcasted is called ToServiceTCP. This
intents are sent by the activity that provides a user interface for communication between
the user/driver and the server/management. Inside this intent are added, by the activity,
the text message that the user want to send to the server. In the service the message
is extracted and sent using the TCP-IP socket previously created. To do so, a method
that is able to write the message received from the activity into the output stream of
the socket have been created.
In order to let the Android system authorise the establishment of a communication
over the internet the permission INTERNET have to be on the Android manifest file.
This service is closed when the application is explicitly shut by the user, but before
closing after the user command, the onDestroy method is called to enable the application
to unregister the broadcast receiver so the system does not have memory leaks.
7.3 Service OBD
When the user presses the button start on the startActivty the system launches the
MainActivity and the serviceOBD. Inside the intent sent to initiate the service is present
the Media Access Control (MAC) address of the bluetooth device that has to be con-
nected to the Android device running the application. The service is created and in the
onStartCommand() method the bluetooth connection is established and a chat between
the two devices is created. Its global operation is described in figure 7.6.
The use of this chat enables the application to configure the communication between
the ELM 327 device and the ECU. The configuration is described in figure 7.7. Two
specific AT commands have to be sent and two specific responses have to be received
so the connection gets established. Then the AT command corresponding to the data
wanted can be sent to the ECU so the ECU sends back the correct data. In the figure
was used the command ”01 0C” that requests the RPM of the engine of the vehicle [60].
The response sent by the ECU has to be interpreted, it does not send a value in
decimal base which corresponds to the data asked for. In the case of the RPM request
some operations have to be carried out as can be seen on figure 7.8. First the application
checks if the two first pairs of characters correspond to the prefix ”41 0C” which means
”OK”. Then the two other pairs have to be stored inside two variables, variable A for
the first pair and variable B for the second pair. Then those values are converted from
hexadecimal values to decimal values. Finally the engine RPM is obtained making the
following calculation (equation 7.1) [60].
((A ∗ 256) +B)/4 (7.1)
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Figure 7.6: Global operation of ”ServiceOBD”
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Figure 7.7: OBD2 configuration
Figure 7.8: Operations to convert raw data to the RPM value
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In order to let the Android system authorise the establishment of a bluetooth com-
munication, the BLUETOOTH and BLUETOOTH ADMIN permissions have to be
present on the Android manifest file.
This service is only closed when the application is explicitly shut by the user.
7.4 Activities
The launcher activity is the startActivity that get destroyed after serving its purpose,
which is to start some service and get some configurations from the user. One of the last
thing it does is to launch the mainActivity that provide a user interface that gives the
possibility to navigate between various activities. All the work of data acquisition and
communication is made on the background by the services to give the user the possibility
to alternate freely between activities to get information.
It was decided to make all activities of this application full screen activities, this
means that the layouts extended by the activities are displayed using all the screen of
the device. It was also decided to make it only display in landscape mode.
7.4.1 Main Activity
The main activity extends a layout that is simple by choice. Because it is the main
screen it was decided to make it simple and uncomplicated for the user, to do so the
screen is only populated by few objects. It only have a text view that welcomes the
user/driver with his or her name that he has to input in the startActivity and a digital
and an analogue clock.
In this view the user only receive information and does not have the possibility to
input any information for the use of the application.
Figure 7.9: Main Activity User Interface
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7.4.2 GPS Activity
The GPS activity is composed by only two elements as it can be seen on figure 7.10:
the action bar that gives access to the other activities and the map provided by the API
Google Maps v2.
The Google Maps API is a library that had to be imported to the application that
provides maps and satellite views of the earth with different zoom levels available. In this
application it is used to provide the driver with his location on the map. The location
his given by a blue dot on the map. The user have the possibility to alternate between
maps and satellite views, to change the zoom level and to scroll around the map only
having to use his finger to do so. Whenever he needs or he wants he can see again have
the map to be centred on his location by pressing the button on the top of the right side
of the map.
Figure 7.10: GPS Activity User Interface
7.4.3 Communication Activity
The communication activity gives the user the possibility to communicate with the server
using text messages sent over the TCP-IP socket created in the serviceTCP. As it can
be seen on figure 7.11 it is of simple use as aimed for.
It is composed by the action bar that give access to the activities, a button, a text
view and input text field. The text view displays the messages exchanged by the user
and the server, the edit field text is used to input the text the user want to send to the
server and the button enables the user to send the data previously input in the edit field
text.
As explained in section 7.2 the serviceTCP sends a broadcast for the communication
activity to know that it has to update the displayed text, so the activity have to register
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Figure 7.11: Communication Activity User Interface
a broadcast receiver to be triggered when this intent is received and do so.
This activity also has to register a listener for clicks of the user on the screen. So
whenever the button is pressed the activity retrieves the text the user input in the edit
field text and inputs it into an intent to be broadcasted to the serviceTCP to be sent to
the server.
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There is no point in creating a data acquisition system that is capable of getting an
abundant set of data and not being able to access it easily. One of the goals of this
project was to be able to receive the data from the Android mobile device in real time
and display it so it would be accessible easily.
The first step to attain this objective was to create a WEB server to receive the
data to be displayed. It was decided to develop it using the Visual Basic programming
language because it gives the possibility of creating a robust software. This server listens
for TCP-IP incoming connections from clients. In this case the clients will be the various
Android mobile devices in the vehicles. The server has been made accessible from any
point of the world using a fixed IP address. For each client is created a TCP-IP socket
to enable communication between booth sides.
The server receives all the data (communication, global location, OBD data, etc) on
the input buffer stream. The data have to be sorted out by the server. To do so it was
decided to make the first five characters of each string sent over the TCP-IP socket rep-
resent what sort of information it brings. In table 8.1 can be seen the different identifiers
used. After being sorted out the server inputs those information into a database. This
is done using the Structured Query Language (SQL) language.
Type of Data Identifier
Communication #COM#
Global Position #GPS#
Engine RPM #RPM#
Table 8.1: Data type identifiers
Thanks to the server software all information sent to the server are stored in an
organized and safe manner. But to let users consult it in real time, an interface that
would be capable to access and display it on a WEB page had to be created. A PHP:
Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP) program that would access the database and get data
from it has been created. This pages display all the raw data as can be seen on figure
8.1 with the example of the display of the time and date, vehicle number and latitude
and longitude.
This data is very valuable but not easy to interpret. To make it easier another WEB
page was created using javascript to display in real time a map and a dot to locate the
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Figure 8.1: WEB page displaying raw location data
vehicle. This enables the user to easily determine where the vehicle is as it can be seen
on figure 8.2. This map is provided by the Google Maps browser API. It also provides a
satellite view and street view. In street view mode can be seen pictures of the location
as if being there. The user is also offered the possibility of scrolling through the map
and using various levels of zoom.
Since there is three PHP pages that display different raw data and one other page
that displays the map it was decided to create one other HyperText Markup Language
(HTML) WEB page that serves as the index page to help navigate threw the different
other pages as can be seen on figure 8.3. This enables the creation of new pages to
display different data or existing data in a different way without having to communicate
to the user a new WEB page address.
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Figure 8.2: WEB page displaying MAP and dot representing the location of the vehicle
Figure 8.3: Index WEB page
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and Future Work
It can now be stated that all the main goals of this project were attained. A new
application that runs on the Android system as been created from the ground. It is
capable of retrieving data from a vehicle ECU and from GPS antennas that exist on
most Android mobile devices. This data is then sent over a server via a TCP-IP socket
and put on-line and stored on a database. All of this is done needing almost no work of
the final user. Both the application and the web page are easy to use because they were
designed to be as simple as possible without the presence of too much elements.
During the entire process some issues worth mentioning came across. The first one
was related with the limitations that the Android operative system imposes on the tasks
that requires intensive CPU work. In order to create a TCP socket to connect our device
to a server different threads had to be created so this CPU intensive task was not run
in the main thread. This limitations are made to avoid that applications run slowly and
stop.
The different methods used by the Android system to avoid that the device’s battery
gets drain too fast became also a challenge. A complex architecture had to be created
for the application to have all the required components but having a clear and simple
interface with all elements separate from each other. Different components offered to us
by the Android platform had to be used. Services to run the tasks of data acquisition
and emission and activities for the user interaction had to be created. The transmission
of data between services and activities was also a challenge that has been overcome.
All those limitations imposed by the Android system gave more work but also made
the application more battery friendly and more efficient and smooth. In fact all the
components of the project, the Android application and the WEB server, are very re-
sponsive.
The application was tested on the road using a smartphone connected to a car via
an ELM327 device and it was able to retrieve data and send it over a server based at
the University of Aveiro. The data has been displayed in real time on the web page
developed to monitor the SQL database which was receiving data from the smartphone.
It can be stated that this could be used as a very affordable way to monitor fleets of
vehicles on the road.
However there is still some work to do to improve this product so it would become
a real alternative to the expensive fleet management systems that exists on the market.
A first step towards an improved final fleet management system would be to add more
AT commands for supervising more data of the vehicle. Unfortunately the different car
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manufacturers block their ECUs to only allow few AT commands and they sell the others
for large amounts of money. Beyond the data collected from the vehicle’s ECU in future
work multiple sensors as for example temperature and vibration sensors could be added
to the system.
Also, in the future could be added a real GPS navigation system to the application
so the user/driver could navigate to a different location being guided by it.
In further work a route calculation system should be added to provide alternative
routes to the user/driver so the economical and environmental impact of the circulation
of the vehicles decrease.
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Here is described the basis of the code of the three different services used in the
application.
Service TCP
onCreate()
1: new TCPIP Thread
2: new Message Handler
3: new Intent Filter
4: register Broadcast Receiver (Intent Filter) ⊲ Registration of the broadcast receiver
with the intent filter used as a parameter
onDestroy()
1: unregister Broadcast Receiver
Broadcast Receiver - onReceive()
1: Get Intent Action
2: if Intent Action = ”ActionStringData” then
3: Get String Extra ⊲ The String Extra is data recovered by the application that
has to be sent to the server
4: end if
5: if Intent Action = ”ActionStringSendMSG” then
6: Get String Extra ⊲ The String Extra is the message the user has input in the
Activity to be sent
7: sendMessage() ⊲ The message is sent over TCP-IP to the server
8: inputIntoDatabase() ⊲ The sent message is stored in the local database
9: sendBroadcast() ⊲ A broadcast is sent to the communication activity in order
to update the displayed messages in the user interface
10:
11: end if
TCPIP Thread
1: Create new Socket(IP, port) ⊲ A new socket is created using the IP address and
port number of the server as parameters
2: Create new Buffer Reader
3: Get the Input Stream in the Buffer Reader
4: if A new message comes in the Input Stream then
5: Input string arrived in the Input Stream and input it into a new message object
6: Send the message object to the Message Handler
7: end if
sendMessage()
1: Creates a new Data Output Stream
2: Write Bytes in the Data Output Stream
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Message Handler - handleMessage()
1: Get the string object from the received Message
2: inputIntoDatabase() ⊲ The received message is stored in the local database
3: sendBroadcast() ⊲ A broadcast is sent to the communication activity in order to
update the displayed messages in the user interface
Service GPS
onCreate()
1: Get Shared Preferences ⊲ This is done to know which data the user wants to collect
2: Register Shared Preferences Change Listener
onStartCommand()
1: Define the criteria for location provider
2: Define the provider to be used using the criteria as a parameter
3: Request location updates using the locationListener, a minimum distance and a
minimum time as parameters
location Listener - onLocationChanged()
1: Get last know location
2: Input latitude and longitude of the last known location into a new intent and send
it the to Service TCP so it can be sent to the server.
location Listener - onStatusChanged()
1: Look again for the best provider possible and continue giving updates on the device
location
onSharedPreferenceChanged()
1: Actualise the variable which contains the preferences obtained on the onCreate()
method
Service OBD
onCreate()
1: Create and define the local bluetooth adapter to use
2: Create and define the chat service to use
3: Create and define the String Buffer to receive messages
4: Register Message Handler
5: Initiate communication with the ECU
6: Send recurring message to the ECU requesting data
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Message Handler handleMessage()
1: Get the string object from the received Message
2: Treat the received data ⊲ Data is received in a way it is not easily readable so it
has to be converted to a value that as a meaning for the user
3: Input the data received from the ECU and locally treated into a new intent and send
it the to Service TCP so it can be sent to the server.
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